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About This Game

After a deadly circus fire shatters his world and tarnishes his name, Dropsy the Clown finds himself on a journey of self-
discovery through a story that harnesses themes of love and unmerited kindness. With his father gravely ill and the world turning

its back on the once celebrated clown, Dropsy will need to help those in need, hug total strangers, and unearth dark secrets on
the winding road to redemption. Oh, and Dropsy can also talk to animals.

Dropsy is a non-traditional take on the classic point and click adventure formula starring the game's perpetually carefree
namesake clown as he explores a richly detailed world full of colorful characters and sinister secrets, doling out hugs along the
way. Rather than lead players on a singular narrative path, players are free to determine which avenues of adventure they want

to explore in an open world setting and can piece the puzzles together at their own pace.

Open World Adventure – Players are free to choose which avenues of adventure they want to explore in an open world
setting and can piece many of the puzzles and story bits together however they choose.

Text Free Experience – Communicate with a bizarre and colorful cast of characters through an innovative use of visual
icons rather than traditional text-based dialog trees.

Puzzles and Hugs – Challenging puzzles and complex conundrums stand between Dropsy and the secrets behind his
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shrouded past. With clever thinking, tender hugs, and the help of his animal friends, Dropsy can overcome evil and win
the hearts of the people around him.

Evocative Soundtrack – From gentle electric piano and saxophone melodies of the starting area, to the space echo
drenched dub reggae tracks of a vampire-hunting swamp village, to the bombastic fuzzed out quasi-prog-rock of the
endgame sequences, Chris Schlarb and his band of minstrels give every area in the game a distinct sense of place.
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Talisman: Digital Edition currently has 95 characters, 1861 playing cards, 7 map regions, and 43 game modes,

Only 14 characters, 162 cards, 3 regions, and 2 game modes are available in the base game.

Everything else is DLC - and it ain't exactly cheap.

I definitely can't recommend the base game by it self - heck, I doubt even a hardcore Talisman BG fanboy would recommend
the base game on its own: in a single 3-hour game I managed to get a firm grasp on what the starter pack had to offer, and it isn't
much.

Honestly, a game with this much locked content really ought to be Free to Play - it would make it a lot more accessible to new
players, and they could make informed decisions on which DLC packs to purchase based on their gameplay experiences.

EDIT: Forgot about the Sewers and Ancient Tombs mini-dungeons added by the Deep Realms pack - Deep Realms is free, but
in order to access it you need to purchase the City and Dungeon expansions first.
(so technically there are 9 regions total if you own the Kingdom Expansion bundle). Zup! Zero Is a perfect time waster,
if you are low on budget feel free to try the first one,
you'll get addicted your first Start-up
But if you got extra couple of $$$,
Grab the whole collection! You won't regret that :).
----------------------------------
★ -Graphics- ★
☑ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Bad (Stay away)

★ -Gameplay- ★
☑ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Bad (Stay away)

★ -Audio- ★
☐ Very good
☑ Good
☐ Bad

★ -Difficulty- ★
☐ Very Easy
☑ Significant brain usage
☐ Very Difficult

★ -Price- ★
☑ Worth the price
☐ Recommended but over priced
☐ Not recommended

Overall: ★★★★ (4/5). Unpretentious, cheerful game. To find all and to win. Different levels and bosses. Attack to a key Z.
There is nothing supernatural :). New units, more big maps, more fun!. Wonderful experience of a culture that is both
fantastical and very human in its depiction.

The story does an excellent job of demonstrating the complexity of morality and choice. The story veers from some of the
'standard' point and click genre, where the outcomes and options are not ever fully perfect. There is no 'make all the right
choices', it's 'make the best choices you can under the circumstances'. Some may find that a bit too lifelike, and they might
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prefer something that is a bit more happy-go-lucky. It can get a discouraging, as some characters are a bit limited with having
any positives for 'how' you play them. However, I enjoyed the realness of it. Also, I loved how heavily choices impacted
outcomes. You can get a completely different story depending on the choices you make, and it's not just 'you died' or 'you
survived'. The choices matter for *how* you *and* others survive. And I felt that sort of story did a great job of showing how
the circumstances of others impacted their situations. Overall, the game did a great job of making a chaotic, discouraging
situation into a worthwhile, challenging, and engaging story.

Pros:
-Choices *really* matter
-Many options\/high replay value
-Good depiction of dilemmas of morality
-Fun puzzles with varied solutions
-Definitely a unique game

Cons:
-Some of the outcomes can be really discouraging (some character lines do a good job of balancing reality with reward, some
are less so)
-While I enjoyed the demonstration of the power of circumstance, it can also take away from the role of 'player making the
choices', and I sort of felt trapped\/along for the ride at times
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Supposed to be "horror", scariest part was when a dog waved at you.. Is there a easy mode for idiots like me? I am stuck at
lvl2.... Does not run, Black Screen at start-up, sound in background. Got in touch with support, asked me to send a DXdiag
report, heard nothing since.
Am not the only person havign this issue. Cannot recommend a broken game on current computer systems or even computers
systems that are upto 2yrs old (like mine is). Game probably runs on systems older like 3yrs or more but not on systems that are
around thesedays.. Nothing worked on my 1080 ti, really hope they can sort it out, because it does have promise. I don't know
why another reviewer said that the writing was decent. It isn't. It's some of the worst writing I've come across in a paid title, in
fact. The narrator switches tenses constantly, the characters do things that make no sense, and you can't customize your party.
You're expected to put up with really annoying characters for the whole game.

I've seen better writing spat out from Google translate. If writing matters at all to you in a game, give this one a pass. It's
horrendous.

. Already lost my 10mm. (And a screw driver - no idea where it went?!)

There's something oddly satisfying about going to the junk yard for rusty parts, sand blasting them and painting them flake red.

Less buggy than I feared. Going to have lots and lots of fun hours with this!

If you enjoyed CMS2018, you'll enjoy this for sure. If you're into DIY wrenching, at the current price (sub \u20ac20), this is an
absolute no-brainer.. It's a fun game. It's also very difficult. Even in casual I struggled to progress through the game. And I
recently beat Nioh and Dark Souls 3 and.... Better than call of duty zombies, that's for sure. It's a nice 3rd person shooter to play
with a friend
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